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Manuscript Preparation Guidelines for authors 
Authors need to explain the importance and novelty of the current approach. 
 
Enrich your abstract and conclusion with quantitative data along with novel ideas reached. 
The abstract should be brief and should include the following sub-headings: 
Objectives: 
Method: 
Findings: 
Novelty: 
 
Keywords: 5 words. 
 
The citation should be as per the journal style i.e., numerically increasing order [1], [2], [3] etc 
(not author name, year) and the same way to be listed under reference; 
 
Introduction should be written in a polished way stitching together the major advancement 
made in the area and also pin-point the gaps and justify the need for the present study. 
 
(In other words, the introduction should highlight those recent developments in the area of 
problem studied and should highlight the gaps and justify why the present work is undertaken; 
so that the readers will be inspired to look for additional information what the rest of the article 
is going to offer. The related work should be merged with introduction). 
 
In Introduction, Please omit textbook information; the author’s attempt to make the 
fundamentals clear to the Readers should be avoided as most readers are experts only wish to 
know what new information available in the article; introduction should highlight major gaps of 
the existing literature and also to justify the present work; on this context major milestone 
works of recent ones should be highlighted along with their limitations for which your work is 
going to rectify. 
 
Introduction should distil out the gaps of previous work not restating and arranging it for 
textbook readers 
 
When similar studies already exist, what new elements are brought out is to be highlighted. 
 
Results needs to be validated with previous results and discuss with reasons (Under "Results 
and Discussion" Section) 
 
It is suggested that the authors should include a discussion of the results duly compared 
contrasted with related studies. 
 
In results section, include a detailed discussion on how and why you were able to achieve 
better results in comparison to state of the art techniques or already reported in the literature. 
 



Conclusion should highlight the novelty of your work connecting with study objectives; indicate 
the limitations and future scope. Support your claim with quantitative data 
 
(In conclusion, what major knowledge gaps remain should also be stated; how the results 
advanced understanding compared to previous results need to be ascertained) 
 
Reference section should be prepared as the journal style (Add DOI number/ publication URL 
for each reference); 
Recent references should have been consulted (2022-2019) 
 
Indjst is a weekly publishing journal; open access publication 
The published articles can also be accessed freely at: 
https://www.iseeadyar.org/_files/ugd/ad64b8_0a794258dd764a70a1d113eaff282e9e.pdf 
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